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Abstract This paper proposes a Compromise Programming (CP) model to
help investors decide whether to construct photovoltaic power plants with
government financial support. For this purpose, we simulate an agreement
between the government, who pursues political prices (guaranteed prices) as
low as possible, and the project sponsor who wants returns (stochastic cash
flows) as high as possible. The sponsor’s decision depends on the positive or
negative result of this simulation, the resulting simulated price being compared
to the effective guaranteed price established by the country legislation for
photovoltaic energy. To undertake the simulation, the CP model articulates
variables such as ranges of guaranteed prices, technical characteristics of the
plant, expected energy to be generated over the investment life, investment
cost, cash flow probabilities, and others. To determine the CP metric, risk
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aversion is assumed. As an actual application, a case study on photovoltaic
power investment in Extremadura, western Spain, is developed in detail.
Keywords Compromise programming · renewable energy · guaranteed
prices · stochastic cash flows · multicriteria decision making analysis
1 Introduction
Renewable energy is defined as a result of natural processes which are replenished along the time [2]. Although this definition is quite precise, it says
nothing about viability, which depends on the type of investment and the
plant location. Well-known types of renewable energy are solar power, wind,
geothermal, biomass, hydropower, ocean, hydrogen and fuel cells, among others. New types are arising, e.g., renewable energy from piezoelectric ceramics
[21]. Solar power includes a variety of technologies such as photovoltaic systems, solar hot water, solar electricity, passive solar heating and daylighting1 ,
solar process space heating and cooling2 . Their technical enhancement is remarkable (see, e.g., [1]); however, some of them require government financial
support to be viable. A feasibility analysis is provided by [34], [12]. Photovoltaic levelized cost of electricity as a significant question is reviewed in [13].
In the United States, only a few states (Colorado, Texas, Ohio) have enacted
significant policies of renewable energy. In other countries, this support is motivated by cultural factors and attitudes, political systems, and especially, the
moral duty of making sustainable the legacy of natural resources ([17]). In
some European countries, this support is implemented via prices while other
countries prefer tax incentives [2]. Concerning Asia, the China case is examined in [38]. On problems of financing expensive projects of renewable energy
by project finance, see [31]. Research on this issue in Germany reveals that
investors prefer projects with premium brand technology to low-cost technology [24]. Requirements of transparency and credibility are addressed in the
environmental, social and government (ESG) framework. Research on this issue encompasses matters such as external control [15], experts opinions [22],
control companies [27], communication with investors [29], selection processes
[27], [32] and others.
Compromise programming (CP) [37], [36] is appropriate to make decisions
in many fields such as finance, engineering, management and so on. Given that
no method can be presented as superior to others, in this problem CP is useful
because can find the efficient alternative closest to a referential infeasible alternative (ideal point). An advantage over other capital budgeting techniques
is that these techniques assume certainty (See [16], Chapter 2) while the proposed method assumes uncertainty. CP is frequently used to solve multicriteria
decision making problems when the variables are uncertain, such as in portfolio
selection problems (see, for example, [11], [8], [9], [10], [7], [30]). As an example
1
2

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/solar-energy/solarpassive
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/solar-energy/solarprocessheat
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of non-related portfolio selection problems combining CP with stochastic variables see [33]. Other papers related to multicriteria decision making (MCDM)
methods applied to renewable energy problems are, for example, [25], [18], [35],
[20] .
The aim of this work is to develop a CP model to find a compromise solution
taking into account both the sponsors’ and governments interest in order to
construct a photovoltaic power plant with government financial support. From
the sponsor’s point of view, returns should be as high as possible, namely, the
energy price should be as high as possible. In contrast, the government wants
to agree an energy price as low as possible, which is acceptable for consumers
and industrial firms in the country as well as for inflation control. Then the
variable to be considered in the model is the simulated energy price, which
must be less than (or equal to) the government guaranteed price.
Let us better explain the objectives of the current paper.
1. First objective. To propose a compromise programming model to obtain
a simulated energy price to help the decision maker (sponsor) to make a
satisfying decision about the “to invest or not to invest” dilemma.
2. Second objective. To develop a case study concerning a photovoltaic power
project in the province of Extremadura, western Spain. This project was
designed in year 2010 for a photovoltaic power plant, whose technical characteristics are described in Section 3. Investment life was estimated in 25
years.
Therefore, unlike Goal Programming (GP), the CP ideal is not a target established by the decision maker from his own views and judgments. GP stems
from the Simonian paradigm describing decision makers as seekers of satisfying solutions rather than optimal solutions. The CP solution is obtained by
minimizing the distance between a frontier basket and the ideal. As compared
to goal programming, compromise programming is rooted firmly in the Pareto
system of optimizing rather than the Simonian system of satisficing, although
goal programming is a powerful method of decision [3]. Combining CP with
fuzzy set analysis (as suggested in a working paper by [26]) is also appealing
in our context to describe the government’s and the sponsor’s criteria in an
imprecise way.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed method is
analytically formulated by starting with technological and economic concepts
related to solar power plants. In Section 3, the case study is developed through
numerical tables. The paper closes with concluding remarks.

2 Methodology
An investor potentially interested in the renewable energy sector has the opportunity of constructing a photovoltaic power plant on a predetermined site
from an advanced project of engineering. This decision maker (here called the
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sponsor) would undertake the investment with government financial support,
which is granted via prices assigned to renewable energy projects. The political
price for photovoltaic investments is called the guaranteed price. To make a
satisfying decision about the “to invest or not to invest” dilemma, the sponsor
simulates an agreement between the government, who wants political prices
as low as possible, and the investor, who wants stochastic returns as high as
possible.
The method relies on the simulation of an agreement between the government agency ( briefly called “the G agency”) and the sponsor. Accordingly,
we simulate this agreement in the following terms.
(i) The G agency accepts to pay a political price for the energy generated
by the photovoltaic power plant.
(ii) The sponsor accepts to meet technical and environmental conditions under government control.
To reconcile opposing interests and to achieve an equitable agreement, an
arbiter is designated to manage the process [5]. In the current paper, the role
of the arbiter is played by the analyst, who uses CP to look for a compromise
solution to the agreement, thus obtaining simulated prices for the energy. This
simulation does not involve assuming a particular modality of agreement such
as project finance [28], [19].
We use the following notation and definitions:
p = energy price (euros per kWh), which is obtained by the CP model
as previously noted.
p0 = guaranteed energy price.
pgmax = highest energy price acceptable by the government.
psmin = lowest price accepted by the sponsor. This price derives from the
probability of obtaining positive cash flows (see subsection 2.3 below).
ẽ = Stochastic annual energy (kWh a year) to be produced by the solar
power plant. This is a sthocastic variable, as depending on stochastic variables such as solar radiation, temperature, network losses
and so on. This is an observable datum for the analyst, although
an uncertain datum [23], [14]. For a single period of time, such as
a month, the average values for irradiation in a given territory can
present high differences depending on the reference source used
for estimation. This is a consequence of the uncertain character
of the solar radiation. It cannot be stated that one of the typical records for a given period is more representative than others.
Future records may follow that records with the same probability.
R̃ = p ẽ = Stochastic annual revenue to be received by the sponsor. This is a
stochastic variable as energy production is uncertain.
In our context, cash flows are stochastic variables as the revenues are uncertain. These variables are critical in the simulated agreement together with
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the energy price. Guarantees are not given by the sponsor but they are only
given by the cash flows themselves.
We consider the following costs. First, capital cost which should be annualized. Second, operating, maintenance and environmental costs. Third, yearly
financial costs. The interest rate to be charged depends on risk, which is not
previously known. Indeed, the financial cost will be established later by the
bank, once the bank knows the terms of the simulated agreement, risk and so
on. Then, as an example, we here propose a rate between 5 percent and 10
percent tentatively.
Notation for these costs is as follows.
C1 = annual amortization cost (euros a year).
C2 = operating, maintenance and environmental cost (euros a year).
C3 = financial cost (euros a year).
C = C1 + C2 + C3 = annual total cost.
Cash flows to be received by the sponsor, expressed in euros/year, are as
follows:
F̃ = R̃ − C

Let p be the resulting simulated price. If p is less than (or equal to) guaranteed price p0 , then the simulation advises to invest. Then, the sponsor’s
decision is made as follows:
To agree if

p <= p0 ;

Not to agree if p > p0

(1)

2.1 Probability of receiving positive cash flows
We start with the following statements.
Assumption 1. Stochastic annual energy ẽ is normally distributed with mean
value ē and standard deviation σe . Mean value and variance are estimated
by the analyst from previous experiences.
Property 1. From Assumption 1, stochastic annual cash flow F̃ is normally
distributed as follows:
N = N (F̄ , σF ) = N (pē − C, pσe )

(2)

From the tabulated standardized values of normal distribution (2), probability B(p) of receiving positive cash flows for a given price p on the project
is obtained, namely:
B(p) = prob(F ≥ 0)
(3)
In this sense, B(psmin ) will be the lowest probability of positive cash flows
accepted by the sponsor, and B(pgmax ) will be the probability of positive
cash flows given the guaranteed energy price established by the G agency
(see subsection 2.2 below).
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The government cannot accept energy prices too high because of inflation
problems and consumers claims. Therefore, the arbiter/analyst should ask
the G agency about the highest energy price acceptable by the government.
Thus, the following dialogue between the arbiter/analyst and the G agency is
proposed.
Arbiter/analyst:
— “Which would be the highest energy price (pgmax ) acceptable by the
government?” —
G agency:
— “Around 0.2 euros per kWh” —
Obviously, pgmax = 0.2 is a mere example of an answer. As this is a simulated dialogue, we estimate the answer from observed historical trends in
guaranteed prices.
On the opposite side of the problem, we face the opinion of the project
sponsor, who fears energy prices might be too low. From his point of view,
the lower the energy price, the higher the probability of losses in the project.
This leads us to the following dialogue between the arbiter/analyst and the
sponsor.
Arbiter/analyst:
— “Consider the probability of benefit from the project in the form of
earning positive cash flows. In your opinion, which would be the lowest level
acceptable for this probability?” —
Sponsor:
— “Around 80%” —
Therefore, in this illustrative example, we would have, B(psmin ) = 80%.
From equation (2) and price pgmax given by the dialogue between the
arbiter/analyst and the G agency, we obtain B(pgmax ).
From equation (3) and probability B(psmin ), given by the dialogue between
the arbiter/analyst and the sponsor, we obtain psmin , namely, the minimum
price acceptable by the sponsor.

2.2 CP model for photovoltaic power plants
Faced with the simulated agreement, each party, the G agency and the sponsor,
is concerned with a different criterion, which leads to the decision variables x1
and x2 as follows:
(i) G agency criteria. As noted, the major concern of the G agency is the
energy price. The government wants to agree an energy price as low as
possible, which is acceptable for consumers and industrial firms in the
country as well as for inflation control. As the energy price behaves as
“the more the worse”, this price is normalized and measured on “the
more the better” scale by this change of variable:
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x1 = (pgmax − p)/(pgmax − psmin );

0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1

which is the decision variable for the G agency.
(ii) Sponsor criteria. Concerning the sponsor, the criterion is different since
this company is interested in receiving positive cash flows, which means
having probability B (p) greater than zero, this probability being as
higher as possible. Therefore, “the more the better” normalized decision
variable for the sponsor is as follows:
x2 = B(p) − B(psmin )
In this CP model, the space of criteria corresponds to the space of decision
variables. The CP ideal point is an infeasible point representing the best for
each party. As to the G agency, the ideal is a normalized energy price x∗1 = 1,
while the ideal for the sponsor is x∗2 = B(pgmax ) − B(psmin ).
In Figure 1, the CP setting is graphed.
x2
I (ideal point)

B (0, B(pgmax ))

L
O0 (0, B(psmin ))

O

C (1, B(psmin ))

A(1, 0)

x1

Fig. 1 Compromise Programming setting

This figure is a standard CP setting for two criteria. On the horizontal axis,
we take the normalized energy price, which behaves “the more the better”. On
the vertical axis, we take the probability of receiving cash flows greater than
1. Point I(x∗1 , x∗2 ) is the ideal or anchor value where the ideal value for the
G agency is x∗1 = 1 and the ideal value for the sponsor is x∗2 = B(pgmax ) −
B(psmin )
Curve BLC is a CP univocal frontier. According to Zeleny’s axiom of choice
[37], we have the following objective function:

1/h
min w1h (x∗1 − x1 )h + w2h (x∗2 − x2 )h

(4)
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where,
w1 and w2 are preference weights for the first and second criteria, respectively. As neutral weights, we take w1 =w2 = 0.5.
h is the CP metric 1 ≤ h ≤ ∞ .
Minimization (4) is subject to the following constraint:
psmin ≤ p ≤ pgmax

(5)

together with the non-negativity conditions.
Constraint (5) implies that price must range between pgmax and psmin ,
namely, between the highest price acceptable by the government and the lowest
price acceptable by the sponsors.
In CP, distances are not generally measured with the Euclidean metric but
with a metric other than 2. In most applications, the usual metrics are either
1 (Linear metric) or ∞ (infinity metric), also called the infinity norm. Linear
metric is appealing to decision makers (DMs) who seek large outcomes involving imbalanced solutions in exchange for balanced (non-corner) solutions. In
contrast, higher metrics such as the quadratic one or even higher are more
appealing to DMs who turn to the precautionary principle of avoiding corner
solutions. An extreme metric for the balancing purpose is the infinity norm.
We assume risk aversion, which involves using the infinity norm or any very
high metric (see [4], [6]). After this, we will carry out a sensitivity analysis to
compare results.
3 Case study
This case deals with project Ermita, a solar power plant in Extremadura,
western Spain. Although “Ermita” is a fictitious name, this is a real world
project, whose features and technical data are described as follows.
– Project date: 2010
– Distances from the plant to Madrid and Lisbon: 250 km and 400 km,
respectively.
– Nominal power output: 5000 kW.
– Crystalline cell modules.
– Land: 28 hectares (Type II in the Spanish legislation).
– Useful life of the project: 25 years.
3.1 Information on energy
In Table 1, precise estimates of energy to be generated by the solar power
plant over 25 years from the installation date are displayed. Energy to be produced is a stochastic variable depending on uncertain variables such as sunny
days, temperature, and others. This table gives us energy expected values. To
estimate variability, we first estimate a coefficient of variation from previous
technical data. From this coefficient, we estimate the standard deviation.
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Table 1 Project Ermita: Yearly energy production
Year t

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1

0.994982

5969.89

9984.37

9508.92

2

0.987012

5922.07

9904.39

8983.58

3

0.981090

5886.54

9844.97

8504.45

4

0.975204

5851.22

9785.90

8050.88

5

0.969352

5816.11

9727.18

7621.50

···

···

···

···

···

15

0.912737

5476.42

9159.06

4405.66

16

0.907260

5443.56

9104.11

4170.70

···

···

···

···

···

23

0.869834

5219.01

8728.55

2841.76

24

0.864615

5187.69

8676.18

2690.20

25

0.859428

5156.57

8624.12

2546.73
ē = 5309.86

Column description. (1) gt = reduction multiplier. (2) Wpeak,t = peak power
in year t. (3) Expected energy et in year t (units: 000 kWh). (4) Expected
energy (3) discounted at rate 5% (units: 000 kWh).

Variables in Table 1 are computed from the following data. (a) Nominal
power of the installation (Wnom ). This variable is defined by the manufacturer
and it is supervised by the Public Administration. In our context, Wnom is
fixed at level 5000 kW. (b) Gross hours (HB ). These depend on the expected
solar radiation determined by the plant location. Herein, HB is estimated at
2136 hours a year. Reduction coefficients are defined as follows. (i) Performance ratio for high-voltage (AT ). This depends on variables such as: atmospheric temperature, efficiency of the plant, energy losses, etc. In our context,
AT reaches 0.7989. (ii) Performance for medium-low voltage (MT-BT). This
coefficient is estimated at 0.985. (iii) Coefficient for breakdowns and mechanical faults. Its value is 0.995.
The computation process is as follows:
Wpeak = peak power = 1.2Wnom = 1.2 × 5000kW = 6000kW
Wpeak,t = peak power in each year = gt Wpeak , where gt is a reduction
coefficient given in Table 1.
HN = Net hours = 0.995×0.985×0.7989HB = 0.782981918HB = 0.782981918×
2136 = 1672 hours.
et = Wpeak,t HN in kWh.
ē = mean value of discounted expected energy, which appears at the bottom
of Table 1 (last column).
σe = 0.034 × 5309.86 = 180.87. This standard deviation is computed by
assuming a coefficient of variation equal to 3.4%.
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3.2 Information on costs
In Table 2, expectations on costs over 25 years since the installation date are
recorded. Prices and costs are specified in deflacted euros referred to year 2010.

Table 2 Project Ermita: Costs in 000 euros
Year t

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

1

933.93

300.78

0.00

14.98

5.76

321.52

1587.68

2843.13

2707.74

2

933.93

300.78

0.00

14.86

5.70

321.34

1524.17

2779.45

2521.04

3

933.93

300.78

14.25

14.77

5.67

335.47

1460.67

2730.07

2358.33

4

933.93

300.78

14.25

14.68

5.63

335.35

1397.16

2666.44

2193.68

5

933.93

300.78

14.25

14.59

5.60

335.23

1333.65

2602.81

2039.37

15

933.93

300.78

73.70

13.74

5.27

393.50

698.58

2026.01

974.54

16

933.93

300.78

73.70

13.66

5.24

393.39

635.07

1962.39

898.99

23

933.93

300.78

73.70

13.09

5.03

392.61

190.52

1517.06

493.91

24

933.93

300.78

73.70

13.01

5.00

392.50

127.01

1453.44

450.67

25

933.93

300.78

73.70

12.94

4.97

392.39

63.51

1389.83

410.42

ē = 1291.39
Column description. (1) Asset physical depreciation and obsolescence cost C1t
in year t. (2) Maintenance, insurance, rent, and others. (3) Spare parts. (4)
Marketing expenses. (5) Taxes. (6) Cost C2t in year t, namely, the sum of
columns from (2) to (5), both inclusive. (7) Financial cost C3t in year t. (8)
Aggregate cost Ct in year t, namely, the sum of columns (1), (6) and (7) for
costs C1t , C2t and C3t , respectively. (9) Present value Ct0 of Ct in year t.

Physical depreciation and obsolescence cost, which remain constant along
the time, is computed by the following equation:
annual depreciation cost =

investment cost - residual value
uselful life of the project

Financial costs are computed as follows. To construct the plant, a loan of
80% of the investment cost is taken, namely,
0.80 × 23348.25 = 18678.60 (thousands of euros)
Interest rate is 8.5%. As shown in the table, financial costs decrease over
time as the annuity of principal to be repaid decreases.
Aggregate cost Ct , which is recorded in column (8), is discounted at rate
5%, thus obtaining Ct0 displayed in column (9). At the bottom of this column,
mean value C̄ of these costs is shown.
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3.3 Stochastic cash flows and their probabilities
In Table 3, standardized cash flows, which are assumed to be governed by a
normal distribution, are displayed. In the last columns, probabilities related
to these cash flows are recorded.
Table 3 Project Ermita: Standardized normal θ stochastic cash flow and their probabilities
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0.2322

1232.96

1291.39

−58.43

41.9992

1.39122

0.082079

0.917921

0.2349

1247.46

1291.39

−43.92

42.4933

1.03369

0.150640

0.849360

0.2377

1261.97

1291.39

−29.42

42.9874

0.68438

0.246869

0.753131

0.2404

1276.47

1291.39

−14.91

43.4815

0.34300

0.365799

0.634201

0.2431

1290.98

1291.39

−0.41

43.9756

0.00929

0.496292

0.503708

0.2459

1305.48

1291.39

14.10

44.4697

−0.31699

0.624376

0.375624

0.2486

1319.99

1291.39

28.60

44.9638

−0.63611

0.737648

0.262352

0.2489

1321.76

1291.39

30.37

45.0240

−0.67449

0.750000

0.250000

0.2513

1334.50

1291.39

43.11

45.4579

−0.94829

0.828510

0.171490

0.2541

1349.00

1291.39

57.61

45.9520

−1.25376

0.895035

0.104965

0.2568

1363.51

1291.39

72.12

46.4461

−1.55273

0.939756

0.060244

0.2595

1378.01

1291.39

86.62

46.9402

−1.84540

0.967510

0.032490

0.2600

1380.56

1291.39

89.18

47.0272

−1.89629

0.971039

0.028961

0.2623

1392.52

1291.39

101.13

47.4344

−2.13198

0.983496

0.016504

0.2650

1407.02

1291.39

115.63

47.9285

−2.41264

0.992081

0.007919

0.2677

1421.53

1291.39

130.14

48.4226

−2.68758

0.996401

0.003599

0.2705

1436.03

1291.39

144.65

48.9167

−2.95697

0.998447

0.001553

Column description. (1) Energy price p in e/kWh. (2) Revenue (turnover)
mean value R̄ in e, namely, in 000 Euros. (3) Cost mean value C̄ in 000
e. (4) Cash flow mean value F̄ in 000 e; this is the difference between the
two previous columns. (5) σF = pσe in 000 e. (6) θ = (F̃ − F̄ )/σF where
F̄ = 0, namely, zero cash flow standardized under normal distribution. (7)
B(p) = prob(F ≥ 0), namely, probability of receiving cash flows greater than
(or equal to) zero. (8) B 0 (p) = prob(F < 0), namely, probability of receiving
cash flows lower than zero.

This table is used to determine points on the CP frontier. Each point is
computed from the energy price, which appears in column (1). These frontier
points range between the 8th and the 13th rows, which are highlighted in bold.
These bounds are obtained from the following dialogues.
(i) Simulated dialogue with the government:
—Arbiter/analyst. Which would be the highest energy price acceptable by the government?—
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—G agency. Around 260 euros per kWh —
As this is a simulated dialogue, answer 260 is estimated from observed
trends in the guaranteed prices (see subsection 2.2). This answer leads
to the 13th row in the table.
(ii) Dialogue (not necessarily simulated) with the sponsor:
—Arbiter/analyst. Consider the probability of receiving positive cash
flows. In your opinion, which would be the lowest level acceptable for
this probability?—
—Sponsor. Around 0.75.—
This answer leads to the 8th row in the table.
Therefore, the CP frontier points range between the 8th and the 13th
rows.
3.4 Compromise Programming model: Results
From the theoretical statements in Section 2 and by using the previous numerical information, Table 4 is constructed.
Table 4 Project Ermita: CP solutions (metric 200) from weights w1 = w2 = 0.5
(5)(∗)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.248925

0.750000

1.000000

0.000000

0.110519

0.251324

0.828510

0.783380

0.078510

0.108310

0.254056

0.895035

0.536727

0.145035

0.231637

0.256787

0.939756

0.290074

0.189756

0.354963

0.259519

0.967510

0.043421

0.217510

0.478290

0.260000

0.971039

0.000000

0.221039

0.500000

Column description. (1) Energy price p in e/kWh. (2) B(p) = prob(F > 0).
(3) x1 . (4) x2 . (5) CP distances from point (x1 , x2 ) to the ideal point.
(∗) Minimum distance is highlighted in bold.

In Table 4, metric 200 is used, as this metric is a proxy for the infinity
norm, which is appealing to risk averters. Weights 0.5 are neutral weights,
namely, they are not in favor of any of the parties. By using Lingo 11.0 software (an Optimization Modeling Software for Linear, Nonlinear, and Integer
Programming, LYNDO Systems), the CP solution is found. In the last column
of the table, this solution is highlighted in bold. Thus, the simulated price
is p=0.251324 e/kWh. In year 2010, when project Ermita is conceived, the
guaranteed prices (e/kWh) set in Spain for photovoltaic energy (type II) were
as follows: 0.281045 (first quarter), 0.273178 (second quarter), 0.265509 (third
quarter) and 0.258602 (fourth quarter), with an average of 0.269584. From
equation (1), the “to invest or not to invest” dilemma is solved by comparing the resulting simulated price to the guaranteed prices just recorded. This

Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length
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comparison leads to ratio (p0 − p)/p = 7.27. Therefore, the CP model advises
to move forward with the project.

3.5 Sensitivity analysis
In Table 5, a sensitivity analysis is undertaken for different metrics and weights
0.5.
Table 5 Project Ermita: Sensitivity analysis (w1 = w2 = 0.5) for various metrics
p

1

2

3

4

5

6

50

100

200

0.248925

0.110519

0.110519

0.110519

0.110519

0.110519

0.110519

0.110519

0.110519

0.110519

0.251324

0.179575

0.129652

0.117748

0.113063

0.110859

0.109728

0.108310

0.108310

0.108310

0.254056

0.269639

0.234733

0.231977

0.231679

0.231642

0.231637

0.231637

0.231637

0.231637

0.256787

0.370605

0.355308

0.354973

0.354964

0.354963

0.354963

0.354963

0.354963

0.354963

0.259519

0.480054

0.478293

0.478290

0.478290

0.478290

0.478290

0.478290

0.478290

0.478290

0.260000

0.500000

0.500000

0.500000

0.500000

0.500000

0.500000

0.500000

0.500000

0.500000

What if the metric changes, other things being equal? Suppose we use
metrics from 1 to 5. Then, we obtain energy price p = 0.248925. Now, suppose
we use metrics from 6 to 200 and higher. Then, the energy price changes to
price p = 0.251324. Therefore, when the choice of metric is limited to high
metrics close to the infinity norm, the metric does not influence the results.
Thus, the CP model is quite robust.

4 Concluding remarks
As a contribution to theory, the method stated in Section 2 can help the decision makers solve the “to invest or not to invest” dilemma by comparing
the simulated price to the guaranteed price in investments financed by the
government via price-support. It is worth noting that the method can be used
not only in the photovoltaic energy field but also for investments in other
renewable energy sectors, and even for investments in activities subsidized
by the government when the subsidies have an effect equivalent to via pricesupport. Clear examples are farmers’ decisions on crops in the framework of
guaranteed price-based agricultural policies, which were widely implemented
in Europe and other countries during the 20th century. Currently, there are activities in sectors such as education, healthcare, transport, mining and others,
which receive government financial support via subsidies that have an effect
equivalent to via price-support.
As a contribution to practice, project Ermita is an actual case, which illustrates the method through numerical tables concerning annual energy production, technological coefficients related to this energy and economic variables
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such as stochastic revenues, cash flows and their significant probabilities. This
information in detail can help practitioners analyze other photovoltaic power
projects and design the CP model to solve the “to invest or not to invest”
dilemma.
Further research could be conducted to extend the method to other types
of renewable energy. Fuzzy analysis might be used to avoid crisp language in
formulating the criteria.
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